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SYMMETRY REVIS ITEDt  
M. SENECtqAL 
Department of Mathematics, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063, U.S.A. 
Al~tract--Rereading Hermann Weyl's now-classic 1952 monograph Symmetry, one is struck both by its 
beauty and by its limitations. Many of the most interesting problems in contemporary s mmetry theory "
concern local configurations, and group theory may not be the only, or the best tool for studying them. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1901, at a meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, the crys- 
tallographers William Barlow and Henry Miers pointed out that the history of the development 
of the theory of the structure of crystals, which closely parallels the development of the theory of 
symmetry: 
" . . .  is the history of an attempt to express geometrically the physical properties of crystals, and at each 
stage of the process an appeal to their known morphological properties has driven the geometrician to
widen the scope of his inquiry and to enlarge his definition of homogeneity." 
Barlow had only recently completed his derivation of the three-dimensional crystallographic 
groups. These are the groups of rigid motions, or symmetries, that map a three-dimensional 
repeating pattern--the abstract model of the structure of an ideal crystal--onto itself. This 
enumeration, first carried out by the German mathematician Arthur Schoenflies and the Russian 
crystallographer E. S. Fedorov in 1891, marked the conclusion of a long struggle to define what 
is meant by crystalline order. 
We are so accustomed to thinking of crystals as periodic, modular structures that it comes as 
a surprise to learn that people once thought otherwise. However, as late as the eighteenth century 
some respected scientists were still arguing that crystals grow like plants [1]! In their view, the veins 
and cavities in crystals, which we now regard as structural defects, were channels for the internal 
distribution of appropriate juices. 
Robert Hooke, the seventeenth century English scientist who is famous for his investigations with 
the microscope, was one of the first to consider the way in which crystal structure might account 
for crystal form (Fig. 1). By 1822, the French scientist Rene Just Haiiy had worked out a highly 
developed theory of crystal structure in which tiny, identical building blocks were arranged in 
periodic arrays (Fig. 2); these arrays could be terminated in various ways, accounting for the 
variations in form of a single crystal species. Debates on the reality of Haiiy's building blocks led 
by the middle of the nineteenth century to the concept of a point lattice (Fig. 3). After the lattices 
were classified (about 1850) the French mathematician Camille Jordan used the new tool of group 
theory to enlarge the definition of homogeneity o include repeating patterns with rotational 
symmetry. Surprisingly, it took many more years for a consensus to emerge that reflections too 
should be added to the patterns under consideration. In 1891 it was finally established that there 
are 230 groups of motions in three-dimensional space, and a little later, that ther~ are 17 symmetry 
groups of repeating patterns in the plane. 
It was the famous German mathematician Felix Klein who had suggested to Schoenflies the 
problem of enumerating the crystallographic groups. Klein was the foremost exponent of the view 
that the study of geometry should be the study of symmetry groups, or more generally 
automorphism groups, and he probably realized that the geometry of crystals would be a nice 
example to illustrate his ideas. The efficacy of group theory for mathematical crystallography was 
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Fig. 1. Robert Hooke's drawings of crystal structure, from Micrographia (1665). 
Fig. 2. R. J. Haiiy's concept of crystal structure and form, from Traite de Cristallographie (1822). 
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Fig. 3. A point lattice. 
strongly supported by the discovery of the diffraction of X-rays by crystals in 1912, one of the great 
scientific and technical landmarks in our century. Since then, group theory has played a central 
role in crystallography, because the classification of crystals by symmetry is the first step 
in the determination of their structure. But even a casual inspection f Vol. 1 of Symmetry: 
Unifying Human Understanding shows that new problems are implicitly challenging roup theory's 
hegemony. 
Thus today, 87 years after Barlow and Miers presented their paper, we are again confronted with 
the need to widen the scope of our inquiry and enlarge our definition of homogeneity, as we are 
confronted with patterns which, though orderly, do not satisfy the strict requirements ofcrystalline 
order. It is not only the famous quasicrystals which suggest his, although they certainly do. The 
problem is much more general, and it is clear that we must go beyond group theory in order to 
deal with it. It is less clear what the new tools will turn out to be. 
2. CLASSICAL SYMMETRY 
A symmetry operation is a rigid motion, a motion that leaves distances between points 
unchanged. These motions include reflection, rotation, translation and various of their combina- 
tions A symmetry operation effects orderly repetition, and orderly repetition can have strong 
aesthetic appeal. Not surprisingly, symmetry is often found in art, and art museums are wonderful 
sources of examples of symmetry. For example, let us consider two artistic renderings of pairs of 
hands. 
Figure 4, by Santa Graziani s entitled "Catch". In this pair, one hand is a right hand and the 
other a left, which is not surprising. But look carefully: these hands are not only related to each 
other by a mirror reflection, they are also viewed by us as if through a mirror! 
In Fig. 5 we see the beautiful sculpture "Cathedral" by Rodin. It is at first a surprise to find 
that here both hands are left hands, related not by reflection but by rotation. I think that the 
surprise and the rotational symmetry a e the sources of the sculpture's compelling beauty. 
Mirror symmetry is frequently encountered in art and in science. It is a profound concept, with 
deep echoes in literature and philosophy. There are still many mysteries of right and left, on the 
large scale of the structure of the universe, on the small scale of elementary particles, and at all 
levels in between. Rotational symmetry is found almost everywhere, often combined harmoniously 
with reflection. We find it in snowflakes, domes, flowers, stained glass windows and pottery. This 
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Fig. 4. "Catch" from "Homage to Ingres Series", Santa Graziani, Allentown Art Museum. 
relation between symmetry and art is more than just pleasing to the eye: it reinforces our tendency 
to look for symmetry, and even to find it, where it does not belong and may not exist. 
Looking at the plate in Fig. 6, it is easy to see what is meant by a symmetry group. There are 
several mirror planes implied by the decorative pattern. If  we reflect in two adjacent mirrors 
successively, we find that we have in effect rotated the pattern. More generally, every combination 
of symmetry operations amounts to another symmetry operation. Thus, the system of symmetries 
of an object is "closed"; this is the critical property of a group. Leonardo da Vinci was the first 
Fig. 5. "'Cathedral", Auguste Rodin, Musee Rodin, Paris, 
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Fig. 6. Symmetrical  dish, Al lentown Art  Museum.  
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Fig. 7. A plane lattice cannot  have five-fold symmetry:  
the assumpt ion that P and Q are a minimal  distance apart 
is contradicted. 
to prove that the symmetry group of this plate is typical for finite two-dimensional objects. The 
symmetry group of any finite object in the plane consists of reflection in a single mirror, or rotation 
about a single point, or rotation about a single point combined with reflections in mirrors inclined 
at equal angles. The symmetry groups of finite three-dimensional po yhedral forms (found in nature 
as radiolaria, crystals and molecular structure) contain rotations about several axes, reflections in 
several planes and combinations of rotations and reflections. The possible combinations are 
severely restricted by the requirement ofclosure. For example, the groups of rotational symmetries 
are only those of the n-gonal pyramid, the n-gonal prism, the tetrahedron, the cube and the 
icosahedron. 
The symmetry of infinite repeating patterns includes translations, or shifts through fixed 
distances. By repeating the shifts over and over we introduce periodicity. The number of symmetry 
groups for periodic patterns i also restricted; that is why they can be classified into 17 plane groups 
and 230 space groups. Just as one of the basic ideas of a group is closure, one of the basic features 
of a periodic pattern is discreteness: two equivalent points cannot be arbitrarily close to one 
another. Discreteness and closure together are responsible for the restricted symmetries in a 
pattern. 
The plane can be tiled by squares, and also by equilateral triangles and hexagons. The sets of 
vertices of the first two of these tilings are lattices with, respectively, four-fold, and six-fold 
rotational symmetry. Regular pentagons do not tile the plane without gaps, and their five-fold 
symmetry is incompatible with a planar lattice. For, suppose that the points of a lattice had 
five-fold symmetry. Let P be a lattice point, and Q another lattice point at minimum distance from 
P. Then P must be surrounded by five equivalent Qs, and Q by five equivalent Ps (Fig. 7). This 
contradicts he assumption that the distance between P and Q is minimal. Similarly, the order of 
rotation cannot be greater than 6. 
It follows that the only rotational symmetry possible in a two- or three-dimensional repeating 
pattern is two-, three-, four- and six-fold (and these only in certain restricted combinations). This 
basic group-theoretic result is known as the crystallographic restriction; Ha/iy deduced it implicitly 
in the early 1800s. Recently it has been generalized to the symmetry groups of n-dimensional 
periodic patterns. The allowable rotations depend upon the dimensions; five-fold symmetry first 
appears in four-dimensional patterns. 
Over the years, crystallographers have adopted periodicity as a defining property of crystal 
structure. This axiom has been visually reinforced by the example of ornamental patterns, mosaics, 
tessellations and other periodic designs. One cannot overestimate he impact of this mutual 
reinforcement of the visual and the conceptual on crystallographic thinking. Even when the details 
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Fig. 8: Kepler's tiling of the plane by pentagons, after his drawing in Harmonices Mundi (1611). 
of the structure of an actual crystal has seemed unwieldy or untidy, the lattice has always been 
the framework into which the structure must be fit. 
Kepler seems to have been the first to investigate the properties of a nonperiodic pattern. In 
Harmonices Mundi, published in 1619, he discussed an irregular tiling of the plane by regular 
pentagons (Fig. 8). Kepler concluded that the pattern would never repeat: there would always be 
"surprises". The study of these surprises eems to have stopped with Kepler; nothing more was 
done with this pattern until Roger Penrose studied it in the 1970s. In the last few years nonperiodic 
patterns like this one have been the subject of intense research, raising important questions about 
the physical basis for the crystallographic restriction and the validity of the crystallographic 
paradigm. 
3. REREADING WEYL 
In the years between Kepler and Penrose the mathematical theory of crystalline symmetry was 
developed to apparent perfection. The classical view of the subject of symmetry was beautifully 
expounded by the mathematician Hermann Weyl in his famous and beautiful book, Symmetry [2]. 
The book concludes with these words: 
"Symmetry is a vast subject, significant in art and nature. Mathematics lies at its root, and it would be 
hard to find a better one on which to demonstrate the working of the mathematical intellect." 
One might add that it would be hard to find a better book for demonstrating it, either. 
The book is based on a series of three richly-illustrated lectures which Weyl delivered at the 
Institute for Advanced Study on the eve of his retirement in 1952, three years before his death. 
The lectures were, he said, his swan song. According to The Reader's Encyclopedia, the swan song 
is "the song fabled to be sung by swans at the point of death; hence the last work of a poet, 
composer, etc". The Encyclopedia goes on to say that "the fable that the swan sings beautifully 
just before it dies is very ancient, though baseless. Swans do not 'sing' at all, in the ordinary sense 
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of the term". However, the legend is true in this case: Weyl was a swan among mathematicians 
and Symmetry is a song of uncommon beauty. 
When first published, Symmetry was not just the beautiful exposition of well-known ideas that 
it seems to us today. In 1952 the concept of symmetry had not yet achieved the preeminence in 
theoretical physics that it has attained since then, nor had group action clearly emerged as a 
unifying concept in mathematics. It may be that Weyl's little book, in spite of its nontechnical 
character or, more likely, because of it, played a role in the direction of science itself. 
Rereading it after many years, as I did recently, is still a great pleasure. Again one experiences 
the joy of finding profound mathematical ideas discussed with literary, philosophical and scientific 
erudition, as Weyl engages in learned iscourse with the great natural philosophers from Leibniz 
and Newton to Kant and Mach. The book sets an exalted standard for "popular" science writing, 
at least for the cultivated European intellect of a generation ago. 
On the other hand, I also found the book somewhat dated. This is as it should be: one of the 
hallmarks of good science is that it carries within itself the concepts that make it obsolete. 
Weyl argued that symmetry is a tool for the study of complex phenomena; this point of view, 
first emphasized by Klein, is almost axiomatic in scientific thinking today. Following Klein, Weyl 
explained how to use the tool in these words: 
"Whenever you have structure-endowed ntity, try to determine its group of automorphisms." 
The problem with this is that while the group of automorphisms can give us information about 
the structure as a whole--that is, it characterizes it global properties--it does not always help us 
to understand the reasons why these properties exist. Weyl ignored this problem. However, 
increasingly, that is what we need to know. 
Let us consider some of the problems that suggest a need to go beyond group theory in the study 
of order. My first example concerns ornamental patterns. Weyl states that: 
"The art of ornament contains in implicit form the oldest piece of higher mathematics known to us." 
It is certainly true that repeating patterns can be interpreted as nontrivial abstract algebra made 
concrete. Abstract group-theoretic concepts such as subgroups, cosets, conjugates, normal 
subgroups, group extensions and permutation representations are hidden in Islamic, Egyptian and 
other ornamental patterns, like the puzzle pictures that were popular many years ago [3]. But does 
this mean that the ancients who created these patterns were implicitly doing what we now call group 
theory? This question leads us directly to the new problems confronting symmetry theory today. 
To understand this, let us continue a little further with the enthusiastic Weyl. One of the 
most-quoted remarks is his assertion that: 
"Examples for all 17 groups of symmetry are found among the decorative patterns of antiquity, in 
particular among the Egyptian ornaments." 
This assertion is misleading if it is interpreted to mean, as it frequently has been, that the artists 
who created the patterns were consciously exploring the 17 possibilities. The anthropologist 
Dorothy Washburn, who as successfully developed a method of identifying the origins of cultural 
artifacts by their symmetries, recently noted that: 
"the designs in any given culture are organized by just a few symmetries rather than by all classes of the 
plane pattern symmetries [4]." 
This is true even for the civilizations with the greatest wealth of ornamental art. The 
mathematician Branko Griinbaum went to Spain on a Guggenheim Fellowship a few years ago 
to study the mosaics of the Alhambra of Granada, Spain. He found only 13 of the 17 there [5]. 
I have examined two authoritative sources of Egyptian tomb ornamental rt, the book Egyptian 
Ornament by Pavia Fortova-Samalova [6]and The Grammar of Ornament by Owen Jones [7]; I 
could find only 11 symmetry types. It is true that all of the 17 groups have appeared somewhere, 
sometime, in the ornamental rt of some civilization, but this is not the point Weyl was trying to 
make. 
This counting may seem to be rather picky, but in fact it gets to the heart of the problem. If 
the artists were not doing group theory, then what were they doing? Is the symmetry group really 
the best or only mathematical tool for the study of ornaments (Fig. 9)? Or is it fundamentally 
misleading? 
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Fig. 9. An artist coloring tiles. 
As Griinbaum has pointed out in another article [8]: 
"The main problem is with the very idea of symmetry. There is no basis whatsoever to assume that 
symmetry-- an isometric mapping of the ornament onto itself--was anywhere or at any time motivating 
artists or craftsmen." 
Washburn is a little more equivocal on this point-- in another article [9], she notes that some 
artists seem to have had some regard for the overall pattern. But surely they conceived of the 
pattern as covering, say, a bowl or a floor, not as being potentially infinite. 
The artists appear to have been much more concerned with local regularity, the r lation of each 
motif to its neighbors, perhaps over a fairly large area but local nonetheless. Even Escher, who 
carefully explored and classified the periodic symmetries and tessellations of the plane and fully 
understood that they were intended to represent infinite patterns, organized his system by means 
of local adjacencies. (We know this from his notebooks, which Doris Schattschneider has analyzed 
in detail [10].) This approach is mirrored in the formation of natural structures. Bees building a 
honeycomb presumably are more concerned with their relation to their nearer neighbors than to 
farther ones, and we assume that a crystal builds itself to meet the requirements of local atomic 
forces. Thus, local geometry is the driving force in these structures. 
For whatever reason, classical symmetry theory, described so eloquently by Weyl, has not been 
concerned with the problem of the origin of symmetry in any of its manifestations. Most questions 
of this type are very difficult, and often they are not mathematical. For example, it was physics, 
not mathematics, that later contradicted Weyl's conclusion that "in all physics nothing has shown 
up indicating an intrinsic difference of left and right". The reasons for the symmetry of flowers 
is still beyond our understanding and in any case is a biological problem, the problem of 
morphogenesis. Nevertheless the question need not be avoided entirely. 
Restricting our study of patterns to their classification by symmetry groups may cause us to 
overlook this important problem. It begs the really interesting question of why patterns generated 
by local configurations are symmetrical at all. In fact, their global symmetry seems to be quite 
fortuitous. If  we want to understand where their symmetry comes from, why it arises--we must 
understand why this fortuitous effect occurs. 
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There is an old problem of natural philosophy here. Seventeenth century scientists wondered 
whether crystal structures were built according to some "architechtonic principle", or self- 
assembled by the local interactions of constituent "corpuscles". Robert Boyle opted for the latter 
in his "Essay on the Origine and Virtues of Gems"; it is curious to find mathematics on the side 
of architectonics in 1988 [11]! 
4. "ENLARGING OUR DEFINITION OF HOMOGENEITY" 
Now we are ready to consider some of the geometrical puzzles posed by the local interaction 
of corpuscles of various kinds. 
Euler's famous formula F + V = E + 2, which relates the number of faces, vertices and edges 
of a finite planar graph, can be extended to infinite ones as well. We can use it to determine the 
infinite tiling-like graphs in the plane in which all the faces are surrounded by their immediate 
neighbors in exactly the same way (Fig. 10). It turns out that there are precisely eleven of them. 
These graphs are known as the Laves nets, after the crystallographer who first enumerated them. 
As Fig. 10 shows, they can be embedded in the plane very symmetrically. In fact, the faces are 
symmetrically equivalent--that is, that their symmetry groups include motions which map any 
chosen face onto any other face. Why should this be so? All that we required in deriving these nets 
was that all the cells be surrounded by their immediate neighbors in the same way. This is a local 
property, and Euler's formula in and of itself does not have much to say about symmetry. 
Griinbaum and Shepherd recently enumerated all the tiling of the plane with symmetrically 
equivalent tiles. There are 81 types [12]. To carry out this enumeration, they took the Laves nets 
as their starting point, and used "adjacency symbols" to describe the symmetry of and local 
configuration about each tile. The symbols were then used to characterize the tilings. 
Why are the tiles of these tilings symmetrically equivalent? In this case, local regularity implies 
global symmetry. This can be proved by using the local criterion for regularity developed by Delone 








Fig. 10. The eleven Laves nets. 
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The three-dimensional tilings are far from being classified. Adjacency symbols cannot be readily 
extended to three-dimensional tilings, and even if they could, global symmetry would not 
necessarily follow. In the first place there is no three-dimensional analogue of the Laves nets, so 
there is no way to define the adjacency symbol. Moreover, several examples of distinct ilings 
of 3-space in which nearest neighbor elations are the same have recently been constructed [14]. 
(This result may help us to understand the variety of structures of some crystals, for example the 
so-called polytypic layer structures.) Thus the relation between local and global symmetry for 
three-dimensional tilings is still unresolved. 
In fact, as the next two examples how, global symmetry and short-range local order are not 
necessarily related at all. Let us consider the structure of the so-called spherical viruses. Their 
polyhedral forms are frequently and happily cited by mathematicians as examples of geometric 
symmetry in nature. Viruses are built of protein subunits packed around a core of infectious RNA. 
Some of these structures are helical, others spherical or, more precisely, polyhedral. The study of 
the latter began with the observation of Watson and Crick in 1956 [15] that X-ray diffraction 
patterns of crystals of certain viruses indicate that the constituent viruses themselves have a high 
degree of symmetry. This suggested toWatson and Crick that the symmetry group of such a virus 
particle was likely to be that of one of the regular solids, that is, the tetrahedral, octahedral or 
icosahedral group. Further research showed that icosahedral symmetry predominates. 
The overall spherical shapes of these viruses erve the crucial function of encapsulating the RNA 
until the viruses can find suitable hosts to infect. But their specific configurations are the result of 
local geometric, hemical and kinetic onstraints on the constituent subunits. So why should viruses 
be symmetrical? Watson and Crick argued that: "Whenever, on the molecular level, a structure of 
a definite size and shape has to be built up from smaller units.. ,  the packing arrangements are 
likely to be repeated again and again and hence the subunits are likely to be related by symmetry 
elements." 
In other words, Watson and Crick are arguing that viruses do what my oung daughter was 
doing (Fig. 11) and that this repetition of local configurations would lead to global symmetry. But 
it turns out that this is not why the viruses have icosahedral forms! 
Another, different challenge to our concept of symmetry is posed by the icosahedral quasicrystals, 
which have attracted a great deal of attention during the last few years. These crystals, which 
are alloys of aluminium and manganese, have electron diffraction images with five-fold symmetry 
(Fig. 12), a symmetry which, as we have seen, is incompatible with translational periodicity in two 
or three dimensions. 
Fig. 11. Diana Senechal playing with tiles. 
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Fig. 12. Diffraction pattern of Schechtmanite. Photograph 
courtesy of John Cahn. 
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Fig. 13. A Penrose filing by rhombs. 
However, if no periodicity in fact exists, what then is the structure of these crystals? Already 
in 1981 the British crystallographer Alan Mackay had shown that optical diffraction patterns 
obtained from a Penrose tiling of the plane exhibit five-fold symmetry [16]. By a great leap of 
analogical thinking, some physicists uggested that the quasicrystal structure is some sort of 
three-dimensional analogue of the Penrose tiles. 
In one of their several incarnations the planar Penrose tiles are copies of two kinds of rhombs 
which, when juxtaposed according to certain local "matching rules", tile the plane nonperiodically 
(Fig. 13). Tilings with these tiles are closely related to Kepler's tiling (Fig. 9); if you look carefully, 
you will find that throughout the tiling there are rhombs fitted together to f rm whole or partial 
star pentagons, decagons and other configurations with five-fold symmetry. The pattern repeats 
in the sense that these configurations can be found everywhere within it, but the repetition is not 
periodic. 
Several different methods have been used to study the Penrose tilings. One is the original local 
method of investigating matching rules and what they imply. Group theory plays no role here, since 
there is no group which prescribes the positions of the tiles. In contrast to this local approach, there 
are several global methods of studying them. In the most popular one, the Penrose tiles and their 
three-dimensional analogues are regarded as projections of sections of a regular tiling by unit cubes 
in a Euclidean space of dimension sufficiently high for five-fold symmetry to be compatible with 
a translation lattice. It is easy to calculate diffraction patterns in this model since, in effect, 
conventional symmetry is restored by going to higher dimensions. But this "simplicity" is achieved 
only at the price of important information about the local structure. We are back to the problem 
of the craftsmen: like ornaments and crystals, tilings "grow" in two- and three-dimensional space, 
and it is in this context hat we must eventually understand them. First steps toward reconciling 
the two approaches have recently been made by Katz [17]. 
Although the quasicrystal structure is still unknown, X-ray and other studies have shown that 
it is not a "decoration" of a three-dimensional Penrose pattern. But the Penrose tilings suggest one 
possible direction of research on the mathematical problem of enlarging our concept of order: we 
might try to include patterns whose images under certain transformations (e.g. diffraction) exhibit 
recognizable symmetry. It is important o remember, however, that the aesthetic appeal of tilings, 
even nonperiodic ones, can mislead us; the patterns we are looking for may not turn out to be 
beautiful. 
If we are to understand the formation of orderly patterns, then we can no longer neglect he 
problem of growth, function, and form. Perhaps we should follow the guidance of D'Arcy W. 
Thompson, the biologist whose masterpiece Growth and Form [18] is, in Weyl's words, "a 
masterpiece of English literature which combines profound knowledge in geometry, physics and 
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biology with humanistic erudition and scientific insight of unusual originality". Thompson would 
urge us to look to biology for new inspiration. This is already being done: interesting ideas are 
percolating into geometry from robotics and from cellular automata. 
The virus problem is also very instructive in this regard. After many years research, during which 
the early, relatively simple, icosahedral models were gradually modified by a series of more complex 
and sophisticated but still comprehensible structures, it has been discovered that there is no 
apparent relation between its local configurations and the global icosahedral symmetry: centers of 
six-fold rotational symmetry function as five-fold centers for the larger structure! In the words of 
one of the leading investigators in this field from its beginnings, D. L. D. Caspar, "the design has 
no geometrical rationale but it obviously has biological logic" [19]. That is, the structure is not 
designed to be beautiful, but rather to fulfill certain dynamic functions, and it is from this point 
of view that we should seek to understand it. It is likely that viruses will still present some 
interesting symmetry problems once the biological ogic is better understood and symmetry theory 
has been expanded to include it. 
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